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Why isotope
geochronology?

ß Already getting crater-based ages from Mars
precise to 1 Ma

ß Problem:

ß Precision ! accuracy

ß Without reliable geochronology, similar to
terrestrial geology 100 years ago

ß Good stratigraphy, uncertainty about rates_
uncertainty about processes



A Brief History of
the Age of the Earth

• 1654: James Usher - historical record -
Evening of Sunday, October 23, 4004 BC

• 1774: G.L. Leclerc, heat flux, 0.075 Ma

• 1860: J. Phillips - Geologic processes - 100
Ma

• 1862: Lord Kelvin - Heat flux - 20-400 Ma

• 1869-1895: Huxley, G. Darwin, Helmholtz /
Newcomb, Walcott, Haley / Joly - 20-100 Ma

• W. Smith, J. Hutton, C. Lyell, C.
Darwin, called for much older



A Brief History of
 the Age of the Earth

• 1896: Becquerel discovers
radioactivity

• 1921:  Holmes - radiometric
date - 1.6 - 3 Ga

• 1956: Patterson - Pb-Pb
meteorites - 4.55 Ga



• Two modeled impact
flux curves for Mars

• Significant uncertainty
in surface ages

• Current precise ages
represent compromise

• Range of model dates
up to ~ 1Ga

Modified from Hartmann & Neukum, 2001

Impact Flux

Dating Mars:  All
Relative



• Lunar crater density
well constrained for
3-4 Ga ago

• Older ages not well
known
• Nectaris age

controversial
• Younger ages not well

known
• One data point from 3

Ga to 100 Ma
• Is Moon’s history

common to inner
solar system? Stöffler et al, 2006

Impact Flux

Basis of crater counting:
The lunar impact flux



Specific important questions

• Age of anything on
Mars

• One example: recent
volcanic activity

• Most known
meteorites apparently
much younger than
most of Mars’ surface

Adapted from Nyquist et al., 2001



Specific important questions

• Age of anything on
Mars

• Lunar cataclysm?

• If true, and solar-
system wide,
implications for

• Solar system dynamics

• Mars history (Noachian
starts at 4 Ga?)

• Test by studying South
Pole-Aitken (oldest
basin)

Tera et al., 1974



Specific important questions

• Age of anything on Mars

• Lunar cataclysm?

• “Recent” (last 3 Ga) lunar
impact flux

• Only one data point

• Smooth decline or constant?

• Implications for Mars (recent
geologic activity, climate
change), Earth (time of
evolution of complex life)



Specific important questions

• Age of anything on
Mars

• Lunar cataclysm?

• “Recent” (last 3 Ga)
lunar impact flux

• Age of surfaces on
Venus

• 1st order question, but
technically very
difficult

• No present work on
possible approaches

Composite Magellan radar image of Venus, colored
by topography (from LPI website)



How to get the ages we need

• SAMPLE RETURN!!!

• But not in this decade for most of these

• South Pole-Aitken (MoonRise) may be exception

• In situ geochronology

• Problem must be amenable to uncertainties
inherent for in situ techniques (generally true for
first-order problems)

• Advantage of iterative sampling



Could we mount an in situ
geochronology mission?

• Within 1-3 years

• TRL isn’t high enough for any instrument, though high
for parts of some

• What’s needed

• Sustained funding to increase TRL for instrumental
approaches for measurements using multiple and
complementary isotope systems (e.g., Rb-Sr and K-Ar)

• Funding to develop sampling preparation approaches for
unique challenges specific to in situ geochronology


